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Glen-Gary thin brick is a compelling alternative developed to give architects, engineers, builders and homeowners a choice that expands their design potential.

Meet thin brick.

Glen-Gary thin brick is a compelling alternative developed to give architects, engineers, builders and homeowners a choice that expands their design potential.
Add stylish appeal of brick during any stage in a building’s life cycle

Reduced wall costs by eliminating shelf angles, lintels and other support elements that are required for full-size brick

Easy installation options that do not require a skilled laborer

Great for many interior applications including ceilings and kitchen backsplashes

Less is more.

The logical solutions
It’s time to create.

LET’S GET STARTED.

Imaginative and spirited.

Thin brick designs range from the bold and striking to the subtly elegant. The Milwaukee thin brick featured here only begin to suggest the possibilities.
At the heart of it all.

A true original.

As these Nob Hill thin brick rooms show, the unique style and refinement of Glen-Gery thin brick enriches many interior designs.

Nob Hill Thin Brick
Suggested use: interior and exterior applications including accent walls, kitchens, bar surround, archways, fireplaces and more! Available in more than 40 color variations. See the next few pages for color options, or visit glengery.com.

Thin brick comes in various sizes and thicknesses based on the product type chosen. Please visit glengery.com for specific details.

See the next few pages for color options, or visit glengery.com.

Trending Colors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scotch Tradition HMOS</th>
<th>53-DD</th>
<th>Nob Hill</th>
<th>313 Red Flashed Wirecut</th>
<th>White Glazed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
The hues have it.

**Thin Brick | Colors**

- Sandcastle Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Garrison Grey Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Silverbrook Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Bayhill Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Nob Hill Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Olde City Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Used Brick Range Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Rosewood Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- 26-HB Flashed Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Arbor Rose Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Belgium HMOS Thin Brick 1"
- Olde London Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Olde Detroit Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Olde England Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Milwaukee Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Flagstaff Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Aberdeen Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Cedar Lake Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- St. Windsor Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Stratford Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- 53-DD Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Rustic Burgundy Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Scotch Tradition HMOS Thin Brick 1"
- Brandypine HMOS Thin Brick 1"
- 51-DDX Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- St. Augustine Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Lincoln Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Black Beauty Thin Brick 1⁄2"
- Scoph Brick Thin Brick 1"
- Brandywine HMOS Thin Brick 1"
- Olde England Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Olde London Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Used Brick Range Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Olde City Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Olde Detroit Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Milwaukee Thin Brick 3⁄4"
- Flagstaff Thin Brick 3⁄4"

All Thin Brick products are available as flats (thickness noted after name above) with matching corners. Additional shapes are also available, see page 25.
White Glazed Thin Brick
3⁄4” or 1”

White with Speck Glazed Thin Brick
3⁄4” or 1”

Black Glazed Thin Brick
3⁄4” or 1”

Castellana Thin Brick 3⁄4”

Azul Thin Brick 3⁄4”

Romero Thin Brick 3⁄4”

THIN BRICK GLAZED

THIN BRICK INTERNATIONAL
The Feldhaus advantage.

Thin brick specially crafted to the most exacting tolerances and specifications. Meet Feldhaus, a premium German-made thin brick line with colors and textures ideal for all applications. A century and a half of brickmaking expertise culminates in this versatile product’s beautiful, wide-ranging colors, textures and clay bodies. This is a palette suited to the most ambitious design intentions, compatible with precast or any other installation system.

For more information on Feldhaus products, visit www.glengery.com/wallsystems

All Feldhaus products are produced at 9⁄16" thickness.
One of the many beauties of thin brick is the various methods available when it comes to installation. Whether its interior or exterior, thin brick lends itself to the installer.

** THICK SET – EXTERIOR APPLICATION **

- Sheathing
- Continuous Insulation (if required)
- Metal Lath
- Mortar Joint
- Thin Brick

This traditional method of installation is for residential and small commercial applications 1-2 stories. Mortar and metal lath support the thin brick veneer.

** THIN SET – EXTERIOR APPLICATION **

- Sheathing
- Continuous Insulation (if required)
- Cement Board
- Mortar Joint
- Thin Brick

This method offers enhanced performance for thinner veneers and commercial projects greater than 10 feet in height.

** THIN SET – INTERIOR APPLICATION ONLY **

- Mortar Joint
- Thin Brick

This method is typically used by an installation professional for larger wall areas.

** ADHESIVE – INTERIOR APPLICATION ONLY **

- Mortar Joint
- Thin Brick

For capable do-it-yourselfers, projects with Glen-Gery thin brick can be used for interior walls, kitchens, fireplaces and other distinctive design elements. Installers can use adhesive applications with either masonry/concrete backing or wood/steel stud framing.
Performance verified.

Durable masonry support.

The Thin Tech masonry support system extends and magnifies the usefulness of thin brick, with high-grade galvanized steel support and thermal-set coating that deliver superior strength and durability.

Stratford Thin Brick
Thin Tech® Elite

Thin Tech advantages

- Allows mortar to surround the support tie creating a positive mechanical lock between the brick, mortar and panel
- The space created by the channels of Thin Tech Elite panel can eliminate the need for a second layer of weather-resistant barrier. Alternatively, a drainage mat can be used with Thin Tech Classic panels
- No relief angles or foundations needed for support as panels are attached with screw fasteners provided by Glen-Gery
- Thin Tech fasteners are available in lengths to easily accommodate installations with 2” of rigid foam insulation
- For more information visit www.glengery.com/thin-tech
Finishing strong.

Choosing the right mortar color can make all the difference when building your vision. Whether you're going for contrast or a more even-toned aesthetic, our range of mortar colors can help bring your ideal look to life. See the full suite of mortar colors at glengery.com.

Aesthetics with purpose.

Combining construction functionality with the final degree of visual finish, precisely crafted shapes are available to help perfect any installation featuring Glen-Gery thin brick.

See the dramatic effects of our mortar colors, each installed with Trevanian Handmade brick.

Add a tasteful touch with an unexpected mortar technique.

Standard Concaise
Over Mortar
Grapevine

Edge caps
Corners
With the Picture Perfect design tool from Glen-Gery, you can visualize your project with any Glen-Gery building product, including thin brick. Try one look or try them all, and see what fits for you.

Find your style at glengery.com/visualizer